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Sculpture Garden Map
1. Story Woods Children's Sculpture Garden
2. Refuge by Lee Urenan
3. Escape Trail (The Trees) by Adam Freel
4. Field Cycles by Andrew Kamin and Christine Baenninger
5. Escape Trail (Alcatraz 62) by Adam Freel
6. Sun and Moon by Bing Cheng
7. Three Sages by Bing Cheng
8. Future Sculpture Site
9. Natural Infinity by Brian Rust
10. Reclining Landscape with Satellite by Eric Lindsey
11. Escape Trail (Eastern State Penitentiary) by Adam Freel
12. To Dance At One by Bob and Jo Wiford
13. Future Sculpture Site
14. Atrium Garden
15. The Aztec Procession by Devin Lawrence Field
16. Future Sculpture Site
17. Wakes by Wendy Klamperer
18. Self Made Man by Bobbie Carleye

Story Woods Map
Children's Sculpture Garden
1. Smiley by Michele van der Heuvel
2. Smiley's Big Book by Michele van der Heuvel
3. The Longfellow Bridge Full Circle by Ron Fondaw
4. Mentor by Harry Weber
5. The Black Swan by David Hinekall
6. Wandering Rune by Edwin Darr
7. Meditations Over a Choir by Edwin Darr
8. Success by Deborah Mae Brown